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I I'tre General Assembly,

2

3 Recalling the l95l Convention relating to the status of refugees and 1967 Protocol,

4

5 CuiaeaAy the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (LJNHCR) Agenda for Protection and its goals,

6

7 Fully aware of every member state's sovereignty within their borders,

8

9 Notingwith approvalthe Convention of the African Union and the Cartagena Protocol,

10

I I Being concerned aboltthe current security situation in Refugee Camps,

12

13 Fully aware of the dangers especially for women and children in such camps,

t4
1 5 Naticing that threats to the lives and well-being of refugees and the crime in these camps,

t6
17 Taking note of the financial crisis concerning these camps,

18

19 Noting a need for more medical supplies in these camps,

20

2l l. Authorizes that atthe recommendation of each individual camp manager, law enforcement officers shall

22 increase to a point at which crime is significantly decreased; these officers will police the grounds of the

23 camp and ensure the security of the individuals inside; the officers shall also be placed in the fence (or

24 border) of the camp and take action to stop any aggressor with the intention of inflicting harm to any

25 individual inside the camp; the officers shall not break the Rules of Engagement already set forth by the

26 United Nations;

27

28 2. Urges that camp managers shall herein be made more responsible for the activities within the camps;

29

30 3. Considers that camp managers shall receive a salary increase of l0%o, citing the inadequate salaries of

31 the camp managers.

32

33 4. Requests that each monthly report about the camps activities includes a report about the performance of

34 the camp managers;



w,"

35

36 5. Further requests upon receiving two poor performance reviews the camp managers' position shall be

37 terminated. A replacement manager shall be put into offrce within two weeks of the termination;

38

39 6. Cites the need to improve camp conditions and performance, therefore two UNHCR representatives

40 shall be sent to each camp; one representative will be an efficiency expert who will reorganise the camp

4l so there is a fue safety system in place, as well as an improved access point to the first aid and food

42 tents; the other expert shall travel from camp to camp writing a monthly report on

43 (a) Crime levels within the camp

44 (b) The performance of the camp manager

45 (c) Illegal activities ofrebel groups in the area

46 (d) Recommendations on how to improve the problems written in the report;

47

48 7. Considers an educational program for border guards in order to stop human trafficking and also

49 considers an educational program for the refugees in the camps to allow them to spot illegal activities

50 and see criminals;

51

52 8. Urgesto stop the trade weapons to non-governmental and subnational groups in conflict zones;

53
54 9. Recommends an adequate and immediate registration of all refugees with the intent of allowing them to

55 find their fatnily members, so that each counby has the ability to decide if they want this system

56 integrated in their country. This system will assist the current identification system and improve it;

57

58 10. Emphasizes the importance of local groups and humanitarian groups or Non-govemmental

59 Organizations (NGOs) which help reach the goals of this resolution thereby allowing countries who

60 prefer local humanitarian groups before NGOs to do so;

6l
62 ll. Recommendsfurther that donations as well as medical supplies and voluntary assistance be given by

63 various states;

64

65 12. Further proclaims that funding be obtained by donations from various states in order to fund vocational

66 training facilities for the refugees' use;

67

68 13. Demands that these participants be teated with respect and paid a living wage to which the refugees

69 can start a new life with a UNHCR representative being sent to monitor these conditions in the

70 vocational training facilities to ensure human rights are being granted.


